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Koyelia Creations was founded by Ms. Koyel Tripathi with a sole intent 
of promoting a culture of Art across the society. As the vision 
statement “The Art Beyond Imagination” goes, this is a passionate 
attempt to promote any and every form of Art such as Music, Dancing, 
Painting, Writing and so on. Koyelia Creations aspire to be an 
invaluable platform for all talented as well as new artists to showcase 
their skills. 

Krishna Sharanam – The Voice of Krishna is the first Art program 
undertaken by Koyelia Creations 
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There is a famous saying in Bhagwad Gita where Lord Krishna says 
"This material nature is working under my direction". Lord Krishna, 
the supreme controller or Parmatma is the greatest of all. "Krishna 
Sharanam - The Voice of Krishna" is a musical ballet act based on the 
ultimate dedication of the supreme character of Lord Krishna. 

In the journey of material life, how Bhagwan Krishna tried to spread 
his message to the society, through some of his All-time favorite 
characters, will be depicted in this ballet through a combination of 
different classical and contemporary dance forms. An interesting 
aspect, that needs to be noted here is that the learnings from this 
ballet act is applicable even in the present "Yuga", in any place on the 
globe, now and forever, to every individual young or old, man or 
woman.
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 A Musical Ballet Act based on the supreme character of Lord 
Krishna

 Total Show duration of 2 Hours

 Show Concept - Lord Krishna’s message to the society
 Bhakti (Meerabai’s devotion to Lord Krishna)
 Prem (Divine love of Lord Krishna and Radha)
 Dharma (Lessons from Kurukshetra war and BhagwadGita)

 A team comprising of 12 dancers and 2 Technicians with the best 
of Stage Craft, Lighting and Audio-Visual techniques

 A total of 10 melodious Krishna compositions sung by Anup Jalota 
and Koyel Tripathi
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 Attractive background and contemporary war music with a beautiful 
Krishna Sharanam Title Track in English and Sanskrit

 Bhajan Samrat Anup Jalota as “The voice of Krishna" (Songs and 
Dialogues)

 Commentary by the legendary Harish Bhimani (“Main Samay Hun” 
Mahabharata Fame)

 Koyel Tripathi as the Voice of Meerabai and Radha (Songs and Dialogues)

 Guru Deepak Mazumdar – Choreographer/Pandit Kiran Mishra - Script 
Writer 

 The Entire concept, lyrics, music and the ballet directed by Koyel Tripathi















Well Known, Versatile and an established Singer/Composer/Lyricist, based 
out of Mumbai

 A Sincere, Committed and a Passionate Art Professional
 Educational background : MA in Vocal Music from Tagore University, Kolkata
 Guru : Shree Ravindra Jain
Mentor: Bhajan Samrat Shree Anup Jalota
 Composed and released Bhajans, Romantic songs 
 Lyricist and composer of Krishna Sharanam
 Creative Director of Koyelia Creations
 Sung different genres like Bhajans, Ghazals, Sufi, Old Hindi Songs, Romantic 

numbers, and many more.
 Performed all over the country and abroad; captivating audience with a 

charming personality, ability to connect to audience instantly and above all 
musical ability.
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 Preformed in over 500 concerts throughout the career both within the country and Abroad

 Released many Albums in Hindi and Bengali, “ISHQ Bawari”, “Ek Muttho Akash”, “Hridoy Macche” 
to name a few

 Music director for many theatre plays such as “Alibaba”, a very popular Arabian tale of the yesteryears

 Imparted vocal training to numerous students right throughout my career

 Founder of “Koyelia Creations”, an organization intended to promote a culture of Art across the 
society with a vision “The Art beyond Imagination”

 “Bangashiromani” Award (West Bengal)

 “Samman” Award (Odissa) (Felicitated for my efforts on Rabindra Sangeet)

 “Kalashree” Award (Jabalpur) …… And many more
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Thank You
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koyeliacreations@gmail.com

For Show Details Contact:

Ms. Koyel Tripathi
+91-9920454409


